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General Information 
 

Contact Details 

Address:   Kinsford Smith School 

    100 Starke Street  

    HOLT  ACT   2615 

Phone:   (02) 6142 3399 

Fax:    (02) 6142 3428 

 

Email:   kingsfordsmithschool@ed.act.edu.au 

Website:   www.kss.act.edu.au    

 

Staff 

Principal:     Paul Branson 

Deputy Principal:    Simon Barker (Primary School) 

Preschool Executive Teacher:  Julie Butler 

Business and Facilities Manager: Lyndsee Mahl 

Enrolments Officer:   Linda Glossop 

 
 
 
 
2018 TERM DATES  

 
 
 
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 2018 

 

Term 1 Monday 2 February Friday 13 April 

Term 2 Monday 30 April Friday 6 July 

Term 3 Monday 23 July Friday 28 September 

Term 4 Monday 15 October Friday 21December 

New Year’s Day Monday 1 January  

Australia Day  Friday 26 January 

Canberra Day Monday 12 March 

Good Friday Friday 30 March 

Easter Monday Monday 1 April 

ANZAC Day Wednesday 25 April 

Queen’s Birthday Monday 11 June 

Labour Day Monday 1 October 

Family & Community Day Monday 8 October 

Christmas Day Tuesday 25 December 

Boxing Day Wednesday 26 December 

mailto:kingsfordsmithschool@ed.act.edu.au
http://www.kss.act.edu.au/
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Principal’s Welcome 

 
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you and your child to the Preschool at Kingsford 
Smith School.  This is an exciting time for both the children and their families and is the first 
step in a set of changes for the lives of all the family.  For all children there will be the 
discovery of new experiences, new friends, new feelings and also new independence. 
  
At Kingsford Smith School we know from experience that a significant factor for children to 
be successful in their schooling requires a strong partnership between children, their families 
and the teachers.  This partnership ensures that each child has a productive, positive and fun 
start to their schooling.  Kingsford Smith School teachers recognise that parents/carers are 
the first and important on going educators of their children and we will build on this 
foundation you have and will continue to provide.  
  
Children and families are at the heart of the Kingsford Smith School Preschool and we 
prioritise personal growth of all children.  We are committed to building numerate and 
literate active citizens in our learning community.  Importantly we respect, value and 
acknowledge the diverse culture, experience and ability within our community and the wider 
world.  As such, children are part of the decision making who have the right to learn and 
have their voices heard in a safe, secure and inclusive environment.  We support children’s 
learning and development through a combination of child and adult led play based learning 
as well as active teacher led learning. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact the school if you have any queries or concerns.  We want 
you and your child to have a wonderful start to their school life. 
  
With good wishes 
  
 
Paul Branson  
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Kingsford Smith School—Everyone Learns 

Working Harder To Get Smarter 

 

KSS operates as a Professional Learning Community (PLC) supported 
by our motto  Everyone Learns and the understanding that we are 
Working Harder to Get Smarter.   

 
General Beliefs 
· Strong relationships and respectful communication are critical to the 

building of a professional learning community 
· The school is a hub of the community and positive partnerships benefit our 

children 
· Learning is a shared responsibility between children, teachers and families 
· Teachers teach/children learn more than the prescribed curriculum 
· Opportunity for student voice builds school climate 
· Education is a profession – teachers are professionals 

  
Beliefs About Learning  
Everyone Learns - learning is optimised when: 
· seen as a lifelong pursuit 
· expectations are high  
· the curriculum is differentiated and scaffolded 
· teachers cater for individual interests and learning styles 
· curiosity is valued and fostered  
· connections are made with the real world 
· learning is fun 
· there is ongoing feedback that supports children to improve 
· success is acknowledged and celebrated 
· the environment is safe, nurturing and builds resilience 

  
KSS Learning Questions 

  
What are you learning? 

What progress have you made? 

What makes you a good learner? 

What can you do to improve? 

What did you enjoy learning today? 
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Our Values 

 

Harmony - A fitting together; a combination of parts 
into an orderly whole 
Excellence - A state of merit, quality or distinction 
Respect - To treat with regard, or consideration for 
Optimism - Practice of looking on the bright side of 
things or positive outlook 

 
A KSS HERO is an ordinary person doing 

extraordinary things. 
  

Our Motto  
Everyone Learns 
  

Our Vision 
That all young people in the ACT 
learn, thrive and are equipped with 
the skills to lead fulfilling, productive 
and responsible lives. 

  

Our Aims 
Engage all students in academically challenging learning 
Nurture a safe and caring environment 
Foster collaborative relationships within our community 
Develop learning pathways so all students can reach their 
vocational  potential 
Empower students as learners and leaders 
Promote a passion for The Arts 
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  Preschool Philosophy 

We believe that children 
Belong in a safe, secure and inclusive 

environment 

  

Have the right to learn 

  

Deserve to have their voices heard and valued 

  

Are a part of decision making 

  

Who take informed risks are able to learn while 

they play 

 Has children and families at the 

heart 

 Is natural, sustainable and 

culturally diverse 

 Is committed to respecting, valuing 

and acknowledging Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander 

people, culture and land 

 Works together with the broader 

community  

 Uses research based practice to 

respond and evolve 

 Fosters transition to Kindergarten 

as a natural, child led and 

continuous process 

Our Commitment is 

to..  Prioritise personal growth of all children and foster positive relationships 

 Develop literate and numerate citizens 

 Build active members of our learning community  

 Help children see sustainability as an important and continuing 

responsibility  

 Recognise first Australians are original occupants and carers of our 

country 

 Value all cultures 

 Provide flexible learning environments and offer individualised learning 

programs 

 Encourage children to become competent capable decision makers 

 Help children become global citizens 
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Absences 

 
Absences are recorded at the Front Office. It is advised that parents/carers notify the Front 
Office on 61423399 for any student absences.  
 

Allergies 
 
Kingsford Smith School is a nut aware school. We ask that in order to minimise the risk of 
allergic reaction, children do not bring items to school that may contain nuts. 
If your child has a known allergy your Preschool Educator will require adequate information 
around the allergy as well as a medical plan if advised by your GP. At a follow up meeting, 
you may be required to create a risk minimisation plan with the Preschool Educator. This 
assists our staff in ensuring the safety of your child. 
 

Assemblies 
 

Primary school assemblies are held fortnightly on even weeks, with each class taking turns to 
perform an item at the assembly. Preschool children have the opportunity to attend 
assemblies as a part of our transition to Kindergarten process. 
  

Before and After School Care 
 

Before and after school care is provided at the school by the YWCA of Canberra. Forms are 
available at the school or you can contact the service directly on 6175 9900 Email: 
childcareaccounts@ywca-canberra.org.au 

  

Book Packs 
 

A local supplier provides book packs which are available for students and contain all 
essential items needed for the school year. The packs are ordered and paid for in Term 4, 
and delivered to the school during the first week of school for collection. All supples will 
remain in Preschool.  
  

Breakfast Club 

 

Children are able to attend our Breakfast Club on a Monday hosted by our P&C and on a 
Tuesday , Wednesday and Thursday morning hosted by St James Church, Holt and the 
Uniting Church, Kippax. Preschool children are more than welcome to attend, however an 
adult is required to stay with them. 

  

Changes to Details 

Please inform the front office as soon as possible if there are any 
changes to your contact details or care arrangements. It is important 
that we can easily reach you in the unlikely event of an emergency. 

mailto:childcareaccounts@ywca-canberra.org.au
mailto:childcareaccounts@ywca-canberra.org.au
http://www.google.com.au/imgres?imgurl=http://www.fak.nu/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/200904201037230.Information.png&imgrefurl=http://www.fak.nu/2010/03/managing-information/&usg=__dRf7atQpl4PtGTIPHD8NYSPFxC0=&h=600&w=600&sz=73&hl=en&start=9&zoom=1&tbnid=
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Children with Diverse Needs 
 

If your child is diagnosed with additional needs or you think they will require some specific 
consideration, please talk to the school executive staff as soon as possible. For our students 
with special needs we may consider a slow transition to starting Preschool. In this model, 
students can get to know the school routines at their own pace and teachers can ensure 
they have effectively set up learning experiences that cater to individual needs. 
 
Student Focus Committee 
This committee is formed by the, Deputy Principal, Special Needs Executive Teacher, School 
Psychologist and other teachers as appropriate. Throughout the year each child’s learning 
and/or social and emotional development is monitored and programs are developed and 
evaluated for children identified as requiring support. 
 

Clothing 
 
Students can wear: 

 our Kingsford Smith School uniform, which consists of a light blue top and dark blue 
navy pants, shorts or skirt 

 comfortable shoes for active play 
   
Clothing is available from : 
Uniform Shop at Kippax , Big W, Kmart, Target and Lowes.  
  
Please bring: 

 a sunsmart navy blue ‘bucket hat’ if you did not order one from the book pack 

 a spare change of clothes just in case (including underwear and socks) 
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Communication 
 

We recognise that as parents, you know your child best. You are their first teacher and we 
value what you have to share with us. 
 

 Talk to your child’s teacher at any time about what motivates your child to learn, how 
they are coping, changes that may affect them at school and concerns and questions 
about their development. If you can’t talk at the busy drop off or pick up time, please 
contact the teacher via phone or email to arrange a time to talk 

 An open approach to building a positive and professional relationship with your child’s 
teacher is an important element of a successful partnership. You can contact teachers 
face to face at school, via phone or by email. Taking opportunities to acknowledge your 
child’s success will give you and your child’s teacher some common ground to support 
you in dealing with possible challenging issues 

 An open approach to building a positive and professional relationship with your child’s 
teacher is an important element of a successful partnership. Taking opportunities to 
acknowledge your child’s success will give you and your child’s teacher some common 
ground to support you in dealing with possible challenging issues 

 
Flyers and Newsletters 
Preschool news is emailed to families (or hardcopy) each fortnight. The preschool newsletter 
will contain information specific to Preschool and information about the learning that has 
been happening in Preschool. Please ensure that you have provided a valid email address to 
your child’s teachers in order for you to receive the flyers. 
A whole school newsletter is sent home on even weeks. To receive a whole school 
newsletter please provide a valid email address to the front office as newsletters are 
emailed to families. 
Term Calendar  
You will receive a term calendar in the first couple of weeks that will outline your child’s 
preschool attendance days. If you are unsure please ask your child's teacher.  
Google Communities 
We believe that ‘Learning doesn’t only happen between 9 and 3.’ One way that you will be 
able to connect with your child’s learning is by joining our KSS Preschool Community. It is a 
secure, invite only forum for KSS Preschool to share photos, reflections and events. At the 
beginning of next year you will receive an email invitation to join the Preschool community. 
  

Curriculum 
 

Learning Program 
Our Learning Program outlines our learning intentions for each fortnight.  It highlights the 
short term goals for children’s learning, our intentional teaching episodes, indoor and 
outdoor learning experiences all reflecting the children’s interests.  Each room has its own 
Learning Program displayed, often displayed with the reflection book and is available for 
families to read and give feedback.   
  
Reflection book 
The Green and Blue Room reflection books are available every day. They document the 
learning and events of Preschool. We encourage you to read them, look at the photos and 
discuss them with your child. We love family input, please don’t be shy in writing in these 
books sharing your thoughts and ideas. 
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Early Years Learning Framework 
Our curriculum is informed by the Early Years Learning Framework 
(EYLF). You may be familiar with Key Learning Areas such as English, 
Maths, Science or the Arts ‐ they are taught through this framework. 
  
Children have a strong sense of identity 
As they get to know our teachers and class members, Preschoolers have 
many opportunities to share what activities, experiences or actions, help 
make them feel good. Children are learning to identify factors that 
promote their mental wellbeing. As children gain confidence in self‐help 
skills their achievements are celebrated, enhancing a positive sense of self. Stories, role play 
and discussions further help children value and follow health practices. 
  
Children are connected with and contribute to their world 
Children are introduced to various multicultural resources designed to broaden their 
understandings and appreciation of different cultures and places. We acknowledge and learn 
about the diverse cultures that enhance our class group and show individuals that they are 
understood by including photos, artefacts, literature, language and play activities from their 
family cultural background. 
  
Children have a strong sense of wellbeing 
Preschoolers will engage in class discussions and stories to help them learn about how they 
can thrive, be independent and help in their new classroom community. All these factors 
contribute to the development of a sense of wellbeing. Children will be introduced to 
different roles at pack up time and the recycling system at Kingsford Smith School. Explicit 
and incidental teaching and role play around regulating emotions is a natural part of the 
young child’s day. 
  
Children are confident and involved learners 
In Preschool, children will develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving, 
inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigating. They will also 
continue to develop their attitude towards learning including curiosity, creativity, 
cooperation, confidence, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence and imagination. 
  
Children are effective communicators 
The preschool program offers a wide variety of mediums through which children may 
express their ideas  and understandings. These activities are planned to support children’s 
fine motor and prewriting skills. Throughout the day, children have opportunities to move 
creatively and express themselves through music and movement. All experiences endeavour 
to develop verbal communication capabilities and this is evident through cooperative play, 
exposure to great books (rich text) and learning experiences that build vocabulary. 
 
  

Concerns and Compliments 
 

Working Together to Resolve Challenging Issues 
There may be some times when we need to deal with a challenging issue concerning your 
child at school. We understand that you are emotionally invested, and would like to work 
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with you towards a positive outcome. Challenging situations can include social conflicts, 
issues with learning and concerns about the program. At these times, ensure you continue 
to foster your child’s positive attitude toward school, community, people and learning. 
  
When dealing with challenging situations: 

 be pro‐active ‐ you may see things that the teacher has not been able to see. Be open, 
tell them what you understand and what your child has expressed to you. Keep track of 
follow up and give feedback to the teacher about whether the situation is resolved from 
your perspective 

 be positive ‐ we all want the best for your child. It is a shared responsibility that teachers 
and parents/carers communicate respectfully in a way that values the teaching expertise 
and the parent’s/carers’ input 

 be fair ‐ sometimes you may feel frustrated with your child’s peers, teachers or other 
families involved. It is important that even in these situations we continue to 
communicate respectfully and with consideration for others. Your child is learning from 
your reaction ‐ what do you want them to see?  

 be realistic ‐ for example, if your child is experiencing a challenging situation with a peer, 
understand that they are both still learning how to engage in a positive way. There may 
be many times across the year where the same challenge comes up. Expectations should 
meet the child’s capabilities 

 be aware ‐ we have different perspectives. As the primary carer your focus is on your 
child. You see their feelings and affects of the situation in a more intense way than 
others. The teacher’s role is to make professional decisions and move toward a 
resolution with your family, other families involved and the class, with consideration for 
the personal impact on each individual concerned.  

   
For further information about our school’s approach to a resolution process regarding 
student interactions or an incident, please see our school website: www.kss.act.edu.au  
Should the need arise the ACT Education and Training Directorate has a policy for complaints 
resolution. This policy can be accessed at 
http://www.det.act.gov.au/publications_and_policies/policy_a‐z 
  

Delivery and Collection of Children 
 

 An adult is required to bring the Preschool student into the classroom at 8:45am. You are 
welcome to stay and complete a puzzle or read a book with your child  

 Students are collected from the preschool classroom at the end of the day. To ensure the 
children’s safety, teachers are required to hand preschool children to a designated adult 

 Preschool children must be picked up by an adult who is identified on the child’s 
enrolment form. If you need to change arrangements please tell your class teacher and 
inform the front office 

 If you need to pick your child up early or drop them off late, for safety reasons, you must 
sign them in or out at the front office. You will be given a late slip to give to the teacher 
when dropping off your child 

 External gates will be locked from 9:30am - 2:30pm each day to ensure the safety of our 
children 

  

Emergency Management Procedures 
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The school has a policy on emergency evacuations and we are required to practise 
evacuation procedures. All staff and children participate. 
  

Enrolment Procedures 
 

Kingsford Smith School has an enrolments officer located in the Front Office who can answer 
any queries you may have about the enrolment process and requirements. All ACT 
Directorate of Education and Training schools are now taking enrolments via the online 
enrolment link. Once the enrolment has been completed online the school receives 
notification and the enrolments officer contacts families to confirm a time for you to come in 
and provide: 

 Proof of address 

 Immunisation records for your child 

 Signature on the enrolment document 
 

First Aid 
 

All Preschool Educators are informed about Education and Training Directorate policies and 
school procedures in relation to the administration of First Aid and the appropriate response 
to accidents and incidents. 

o Preschool Educators receive appropriate professional development and induction 
training  

o First Aid kits are located in the preschool 
o A qualified First Aid Officer must always be on the Preschool Unit site.  The First Aid 

Officer will manage all major and minor injuries / accidents supported by the 
Preschool Educators.  Further assistance can be called for from staff in the main 
school building. 

 

Food and Drink 
 

Please bring:  
-a healthy lunch (for example; a sandwich, cold baked beans) 
-a healthy snack (for example; cut up fruit, crackers and cheese, yoghurt, carrot sticks) 

 
Due to regulations we are unable to refrigerate or reheat food. 

  

Health and Medical Information 
 

The ACT Department of Health advises that all children attending school in the ACT should 
be immunised against diphtheria, tetanus, whooping cough, polio, measles, mumps, rubella 
and HIB (Haemophilus Influenza type B). We would ask that you check your child's present 
immunisation status to see whether it is complete for his/her age. ACT Public Health 
regulations require schools to request proof of up to date immunisation when enrolling. 
Failure to provide this may result in your child being excluded from school should an 
outbreak of an  infectious disease occur. A copy of exclusion periods for students with 
infectious diseases is available in the Appendix of this document. Parents/carers are asked to 
adhere closely to these requirements unless medical advice to the contrary is provided in 
writing. 
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Medical and Accidents 
It is important that sick children are kept at home for their own comfort as well as the 
comfort of other children and staff. If a child becomes ill or is injured at school appropriate 
first aid will be given and if  necessary parents will be notified and asked to take their child 
home. If emergency treatment is required parents will be notified immediately and an 
ambulance will be called if necessary.   
  
If a child is to take a prescription medicine while at school, written directions and medicine 
must be left with Preschool staff. Information on a child’s health status, e.g. epilepsy, 
diabetes, should be given on enrolment or on diagnosis.  
  
Head lice are extremely contagious but easily eradicated. Children with either eggs or live 
lice will be excluded from school until treated. Please report any cases of head lice to the 
school.  
  
Information on hygiene procedures 
Staff, children and volunteers must adhere to the hand washing procedures. 
All children are encouraged to wash their hands: 

 On arrival 

 Before and after eating or touching food 

 After toileting 

 After blowing their nose and wiping tears and dribbles 

 

 

Child Protection Practices 
 

All employees in schools are mandated to report any case of suspected child abuse. Failure 
to notify suspected physical and /or sexual abuse of children is a criminal offence. Preschool 
teachers will talk to the students about personal safety in a way that meets the 
developmental understandings of the young child.  
  

Infectious Diseases 
 

Please see Appendix 3 for information about infectious diseases and exclusion periods. 
 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 

 

Classrooms have access to the students’ network, library resource centre and interactive 
whiteboards. Teachers support students to develop IT skills and knowledge by embedding 
technology into the curriculum so that it becomes a natural and integral part of student 
learning. 
 

Medical Condition Management 
 

All students who have an ongoing condition (e.g. asthma, diabetes, epilepsy) must have a 
treatment plan completed by parents and their doctor and lodged at the school. Blank plan 
documents are available from the Front Office. 
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Parent and Carer Partnerships 
 

Positive parent partnerships are critical to our success. Recent research indicates that parent 
involvement in their children’s education has a significant and positive effect on educational 
outcomes. We encourage you to contact your child's teacher if you have any queries or 
concerns. There are many ways in which you can become involved in your child's school: 
KSSP&C, School Board, Canteen, school productions, volunteering in the classroom, 
excursions and/or attending learning journeys. 
 
We are a community ‐ you are welcome to be part of your child’s classroom, school events, 
and special class events like excursions. To offer help, ask identified staff at any time.  If you 
can help on a regular basis, please talk to your child’s teacher.  If you have an area of 
expertise, like art, design, music or science, please let us know. Our students are learning to 
gather information from various sources. People are a precious information resource and we 
would enjoy including your expertise in our program at some stage of the year. Sometimes 
children do not respond well to their own parents/carers being in the classroom.  
   

 

Policies 
 

To view Education and Training Directorate policies visit http://www.det.act.gov.au/ 
  
 

Library 
 

Your child will borrow from the class library as a part of their class program. 
They will need to bring a library bag for borrowing.  
  
The young child learns through their whole self, through using all of their 
senses. As they see, hear, touch, smell, taste and move, they build a memory 
for features, common characteristics, functions and significance. As they 
grow, the child’s learning builds on their experience of the real object. Now 

they can think about and apply their understandings in a more abstract way ‐ such as 
through reading, writing and working with number. The preschool child is in the beginning 
stages of moving between the real and the abstract thinking. A program that meets this 
developmental stage is evident in the everyday learning experience at Kingsford Smith 
School. 
  

Preparing your Child for Preschool 
 

During your interview you will  talk with an Educator about your child. You may like to 
discuss your child’s interests and strengths and ask any questions you may have.  The 
Educator will ask about medical conditions and experience in childcare. We also ask about 
family and cultural celebrations. We will also discuss school clothes and lunches. This 
information is also listed in this handbook.  You may also like to consider any goals you 
would like your child to work towards in their preschool year.  
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Children respond to our feelings and attitudes. Look for opportunities to model to your child 
how exciting starting Preschool is and how much trust you have in the school and your 
child’s new teacher. The following ideas can be practised at home during the summer break 
or prior to 
starting Preschool. Once your child actually starts Preschool, they will be coping with a lot of 
change. Providing opportunities to practise and repeat ideas will be a necessary part of the 
first few weeks. 
  
Help your child to become aware of the essential routines of a school day: 

 Talk about giving the brain and body some energy for lots of learning. Talk about and eat 
a healthy breakfast. 

 When helping your child to practise essential routines like packing a school bag, 
remember to balance your support with promoting independence 

 Talk to your child about looking after their own property. Ask your child to help pack 
their school bag, to tidy their own room, to manage where they store the things they 
need 

 
Help your child to identify people who can help them: 

 Talk about when they might need to ask for help; to locate something they can’t find or 
for support to resolve an issue, get them to give you some ideas about what they can do 
if they need help. You can suggest that they ask a friend first, and then they can ask a 
teacher 

 
Highlighting Regular Routines at Preschool 
 
What happens at Preschool: 

 students are supported to develop skills in becoming independent learners 

 students are actively exploring a range of learning opportunities and environments  

 learning areas are child centred, based on interest, ability or designed to support skill 
development  

 social skills development is supported through individual and group   
  
Your child’s routine will be established over the first few weeks. It will include opportunities 
for investigating, problem solving, building social connections and expressing what they 
know about their world through arts, music, play and conversation. Your child will be playing 
outdoors, actively engaging in gross motor opportunities and playing with others. 
  
Beginning Week 1 or at your child’s enrolment date, your child will be engaging in their full 
Preschool routine. Please see your child’s teacher if you would like to bring your child for 
shorter periods to allow some transition to adapt to the full timetable. 
  
Organising Your Home Routine 

 It is important for your child to come to school every scheduled day. A consistent routine 
can create a feeling of safety and when children feel safe they are more likely to take on 
learning. 

 It is important to arrive at school on time. Arriving a little earlier helps your child connect 
with their friends and enter the classroom in an appropriate manner ready for play, 
learning and social interaction 

 Mornings in a family setting can be a really busy time. Put some structures into place to 
reduce the stress and rush, to get to school smoothly and on time. Things like packing 
lunch snacks the night before, getting clothes out ready for a child to dress themselves, 
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having notes signed and ready for return and helping your child to pack their school bag 
the night before are all time saving  strategies. You may allow time for a favourite book 
or activity to promote a sense of well‐being 

  
Coping at the End of the Day and Balancing Family Life 
Your child is new to the expectations at school. They will need some ‘down time’ when they 
come home. You know your child, remember that they may communicate their tiredness by 
crying, being cranky, fighting with their siblings and being uncooperative. This is expected 
behaviour. Adjust your routines to allow for a break, a time to rest and play. Look at 
negative behaviours as an opportunity to gently teach your child how to cope more 
appropriately with pressure 

  

Preschool Timetable 
 

8.45 Preschool Starts 
Families enter Preschool; children put bags away and wash hands. Children select a book or 
puzzle to do with an adult 

8.55 Educator marks the roll, tunes students in to the days learning activities 

9.00 Indoor/Outdoor learning including fine motor, gross motor, literacy, numeracy, social 
skills, role play, sensory, block construction, visual art experiences 

10:30 - 11.00 Lunch then indoor/outdoor continues 

12:30 - 1.00 Snack 

1.20 Rest/quiet time then indoor learning in blue and green rooms 

2.30 Reset learning areas, pack bags, story and debrief/reflection of learning 

2.45 Preschool finishes – Children are released to family members  

 *We aim to be responsive to children’s needs so our timetable is very flexible. Times are 

approximations with the exception of start and finish  
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Pyschologist 

 
The school has the services of a school psychologist who is responsible for assisting 
in identifying special educational needs of students and is available to support students and 
families in times of need. 

 

Reporting to families 
 

End of semester reports are a written reflection of children’s learning. The Early Years 
Learning Framework informs the educators reporting on your child’s sense of belonging, 
being and becoming. Reports are sent home at the end of term 2 and 4.  We are always 
available for quick conversations at the start and end of each day. If you need a more 
detailed talk please make an appointment with your child’s teacher. Across the year the 
educators collate the children’s learning in their portfolios, these are accessible at anytime.  

 

School Board 
 

The School Board is our official governing body which consists of nine members: the 
Principal, 3 parent representatives, 2 teacher representatives, 2 student representatives and 
one community representative. Board members are elected and are responsible for all policy 
decisions for the school. 
  

Social Wellbeing at School 
 

When children feel they belong, they are more likely to engage in learning. Establishing 
friendships is a very important element of going to school. The social situation at school will 
be different to the child’sfamily life. Your child may feel challenged when confronted with 
the diverse experiences and expectations of their peers. You know you need to talk to the 
teacher if your child expresses they are unhappy at school, develop irregular sleep patterns 
or eating habits, frequently cry for no apparent reason or just don’t seem their usual happy 
self. 
  
Together we aim to: 

 explicitly teach about using our school values as a 
tool for life. Harmony, Excellence, Respect and 
Optimism are universally applied to all positive 
social experiences 

 teach your child that friendships come and go. You 
don’t always play with the same person and you 
don’t always get along. It’s okay to take a break 
from friends and use it as a time to make new ones  

 teach your child to ask friends to play, include others, take turns, cooperate and 
negotiate 

 model choosing and using positive words to empower,   acknowledge personal 
responsibility and to provide strategies to the child for coping with challenging situations 
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We have a hands off /feet off expectation at Preschool and children are regularly taught how 
to maintain this expectation through play and group situations. 
  
Student Management and Pastoral Care 
Our policy is based upon our respect for each child as an individual and is designed to enable 
children to learn to solve their own problems. Children learn they are able to make choices, 
that there are consequences flowing from all choices and that in addition to their rights, they 
also have responsibilities to others. Children choosing behaviour which infringes upon the 
rights of others will be given assistance by staff (often in consultation with parents) to 
develop more effective behaviour.  KSS is a restorative practices school. 
  

Sun Smart 
 
Kingsford Smith School follows the Cancer Council’s  Sun Smart guidelines. In accordance 
with these guidelines all children are required to wear a sun smart hat that adequately 
covers their face, ears and neck. Caps are not suitable. Sunscreen is available in all 
classrooms and educators remind and assist children to reapply throughout the day. 
 

Transferring/Leaving School 
 
Parents and carers are asked to notify the school, in writing, at least one week prior to 
departure when children are leaving the school to allow for preparation of documentation. 
 

Transition to Kindergarten 
 

Your child is a member of the 
Kingsford Smith School 
community. By enrolling your 
child into Kingsford Smith 
Preschool unit your child will 
automatically move on to 
Kindergarten in our school. If 
your child is staying, you will not 
be required to fill out another 
enrolment form.   

 

Moving to Kindergarten can be 

an exciting, but scary adventure 

for many children. As part of our 

program we provide the opportunity for stdents to experience ‘Kindergarten Life’ during 

Term 4. Preschool children begin their introduction to Kindergarten through activities run by 

the Kindergarten teachers which usually focus on Maths, Literacy or Art. Students explore 

the learning spaces and find out some basic information about what it is like to be in 

Kindergarten. Tours are also held to show them important areas such as the playground, 

bathrooms and the Front Office. During the visits, they are accompanied by preschool 

educators so there is still a familiar face. This is a very special time for the students as it 
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helps to ease the worries and build excitement for the following year.  There is also the 

opportunity for parents/carers to ‘transition to Kindergarten’. There is a guided tour of the 

Kindergarten learning space with the opportunity to ask those burning questions before the 

commencement of the new school year.   

Voluntary Contributions 
 

Voluntarly contributions have been set by the School Board: $65 1 child, $110 for 2 or more 
children. These contributions provide resources such as Library books, sporting equipment, 
and other resources to support student learning. Specialist programs in Yrs 6 and 7 and 
electives in Yr 8, 9 & 10 will attract a separate voluntary contributions – Yr 6 and 7 $100 per 
student, Yr 8, 9 & 10 $120. (Board approved 10/11/09). 
 

What to Bring 

 

All belongings must be clearly labelled with child’s first and last name. 

 A school bag big enough for your child’s belongings 

 Sun safe clothes and covered shoes 

 A drink bottle filled with water 

 A healthy lunch and a healthy afternoon tea in an easy to open container. 

 A spare set of clothes, socks and undies (to stay in the school bag) 

 A library bag 

 A towel in a cloth bag (to stay at Preschool for the year) 

We love to celebrate events like birthdays. Please let us know if you would like to bring in 
cake/food. 
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Appendix 1: 
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Appendix 2 
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Appendix 3 
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